VETERANS MEMORIAL BRIDGE PATHWAY

12'-WIDE "MIXING-ZONE"

RAMP

OPTION 1

5' EXISTING SIDEWALK
8' TWO WAY CYCLE TRACK
4' BUFFER

OPTION 2

1' GAP
10' MULTI-USE PATH
2' BUFFER WITH HEAVY TIMBER BARRIER
4' SHOULDER

BILLY VACHON DR.

12'-TRAVEL LANE
12'-TRAVEL LANE
4'-SHOULDER

45° EDGE OF CURB TO BACK OF SIDEWALK (EXISTING)

VETERANS MEMORIAL BRIDGE PATHWAY

GENERAL NOTES

EXISTING CONDITIONS & PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

PROPOSED MULTI-USE PATH CONNECTION

BILLY VACHON DR. TO VETERANS

VETERANS MEMORIAL BRIDGE

CITY OF SOUTH PORTLAND

ALTA PLANNING + DESIGN
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